1 - Stationary Forehand Pass

The forehand pass is the easiest pass as it is accurate and can be used in most situations.
These drills help players transition to the ice and increase their ability to perform give and go
plays in small areas. Learning to make plays in tight spaces allows them to succeed in games.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. This drill can
be easily interchangeable between the green puck and the red hockey ball. It is a good idea to
pass with a stick that is a couple of inches shorter when wearing running shoes. You may use
the same size stick for on ice when standing on 2x6’s or passing off rollerblades. Using wobble
boards and rebounders or adding a third person into the drill will increase the difficulty.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Standing up on wobble boards while playing pass
3. Include a rebounder while passing on wobble board and back to player on 2x6’s
4. Three way passing, keeping your head up and limiting the stickhandling when receiving
pass

Key Teaching Points
Players should start with a good hockey stance keeping their head up. Ensure they cushion and
cradle the puck before returning it back to the other player. Players will transfer their weight from
rear foot to front foot. The puck is then propelled in a fluid motion toward the target by a
sweeping action of the arms. The puck rolls from the heel of the blade to the toe and the stick
follows through, pointing at the target.

2- Stationary Backhand Pass

The backhand pass is challenging as it is cradled on the backside of the blade. These drills will
quickly transition players to the ice and increase their ability to perform give and go plays in
small areas. Being able to receive and deliver a pass on the backhand of the blade will make
players more versatile and skilled on the ice.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. This drill can
be easily interchanged between the green puck and the red hockey ball. When wearing running
shoes, it is a good idea to pass with a stick that is a couple of inches shorter. You may use the
same size stick for on ice use when standing on 2x6’s or passing off rollerblades. Using wobble
boards and rebounders or adding a third person into the drill can increase the difficulty.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Standing up on wobble boards while playing pass
3. Include a rebounder while passing on wobble board and back to player on 2x6’s
4. Three way passing, keeping your head up and limiting the stickhandling when receiving
pass

Key Teaching Points
Players should start with a good hockey stance keeping their head up. They need to cushion the
puck and cradle the puck before returning the puck back to the other player. Players will transfer
the weight from rear foot to front foot. The puck is propelled in a fluid motion toward the target
by a sweeping action of the arms. The puck rolls from the heel of the blade to the toe and the
stick follows through, pointing at the target.

3 - Stationary Saucer Pass-Forehand

This pass requires the puck to fly through the air, over an obstacle and land flat to the intended
target. The saucer pass takes a number of repetitions to master. These drill progressions will
make for an easier transition when attempting on ice. This pass is ideal for setting up a player
that has an opponent's stick blade in between them.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. This drill
works best when saucering a green puck. When wearing running shoes, it is a good idea to
pass with a stick that is a couple of inches shorter. You may use the same size stick for on ice
use when standing on 2x6’s or passing off roller blades as they simulate the height of being on
skates.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Passing off of and landing on pieces of plastic
3. Making passes off roller blades

Key Teaching Points
Players need to be in a good hockey stand with their head up. The puck should start on the heel
of the blade with the face open. The puck is then rolled along the blade by sliding the stick in
front of the body in the direction of the receiver. This causes a spinning movement of the puck
that keeps it flat both in the air and on the ice when it lands.

4 - Stationary Saucer Pass-Backhand

This pass requires the puck to fly through the air, over an obstacle and land flat to the intended
target. Instead of the curve being open, the backside of the blade is closed. This makes it
harder to get the puck up and spinning in the air. The saucer pass takes a number of repetitions
to master, but these drill progressions will make for an easier transition when attempting on ice.
This pass is ideal for setting up a player that has an opponent's stick blade in between them.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. This drill
works best when saucering a green puck. When wearing running shoes, it is a good idea to
pass with a stick that is a couple of inches shorter. You may use the same size stick for on ice
use when standing on 2x6’s or passing off roller blades as they simulates the height of being on
skates.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Passing off of and landing on pieces of plastic
3. Making passes off roller blades

Key Teaching Points
Players need to be in a good hockey stance with their head up. The player will need both wrist
and forearm strength. The puck should start on the heel of the blade with the face closed. The
puck is then rolled along the blade by sliding the stick in front of the body in the direction of the
receiver. This causes a spinning movement of the puck that keeps it flat both in the air and on
the ice when it lands.

5 - Stationary Backhand Pass-Forehand Receive

The ability to receive a pass is just as important as sending one. Players need to be able to give
a target, receive a pass and quickly adjust to deliver it on the opposite hand. They will become
more versatile on the ice and more challenging to contend with. This skill is often used when
trying to improve the angle of the pass.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. Players will
have to work on their flexibility and hand eye coordination to be able to fluidly move the puck
across the front of their body. This drill can be easily interchanged between the green puck and
the red hockey ball. When wearing running shoes, it is a good idea to pass with a stick that is a
couple of inches shorter. You may use the same size stick for on ice use when standing on
2x6’s or passing off rollerblades. Using wobble boards and rebounders or adding a third person
into the drill will increase the difficulty.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Standing up on wobble boards while playing pass

Key Teaching Points
Player needs to be in a slightly wider hockey stance with their head up while maintaining a good
knee bend. The receiving player should keep their blade on the ice, perpendicular to the
oncoming puck. The puck should be received on the middle part of the blade. To control
reception, cushion the puck by slightly giving with the arms as it hits the blade. Once the puck is
received, it is brought in front, across the body and returned on the backhand.

6 - Stationary Forehand Pass-Backhand Receive

The ability to receive a pass is just as important as sending one. Players need to be able to give
a target, receive a pass and quickly adjust to deliver it on the opposite hand. They will become
more versatile on the ice and more challenging to contend with. This skill is often used when
trying to improve the angle of the pass.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. Players will
have to work on their flexibility and hand eye coordination to be able to fluidly move the puck
across the front of their body. This drill can be easily interchanged between the green puck and
the red hockey ball. When wearing running shoes, it is a good idea to pass with a stick that is a
couple of inches shorter. You may use the same size stick for on ice use when standing on
2x6’s or passing off rollerblades.

Progressions
1. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick
2. Standing up on wobble boards while playing pass

Key Teaching Points
Player’s need to be in a hockey stance slightly wider than usual while keeping their head up and
maintaining a good knee bend. The receiving player should keep their blade on the ice,
perpendicular to the oncoming puck. The puck should be received on the middle part of the
blade. To control reception, cushion the puck by slightly giving with the arms as it hits the blade.
Once the puck is received it is brought in front, across the body and returned on the forehand.

7 - Pass and Follow Mirror Drill

It is important for players to make time and space when skating with the puck down the ice.
Changing lanes makes it challenging for the opposition to intercept the puck. This drill will help
players keep their heads up in traffic allowing them to see what is presented in front of them.
Ensure the passing player follows closely behind. This will allow both players to be on the same
page as they work together moving down the ice.

Rationale
The parking lot is ideal as it allows for a number of progressions with ease. Keeping their heads
up, players will have to read off the other player and communicate with each other. This drill can
be easily interchanged between the green puck and the red hockey ball. When wearing running
shoes, it is a good idea to pass with a stick that is a couple of inches shorter. You may use the
same size stick for on-ice use if you are using rollerblades as it simulates the height of being on
skates.

Progressions
1. Add an additional person to make a three person weave
2. Include a mirror pass that has one player skating backwards while the other is skating
towards them.

Key Teaching Points
Players need to keep their head up and skate in behind the player they have passed to. The
player receiving the puck will fill the lane and repeat the sequence down the parking lot. Players
need to give a clear target, good communication and optimal timing to execute the weave
properly. The mirror will have the player keep their head up with a consistent gap down the
parking lot to allow them to make easy passes back and forth.

8 - Flip Puck to Partner-Knock Down Pass Back

This is a great drill to get a player to knock down an errant pass. The ability to knock down a
pass with your hand or stick will keep the puck out in front of you while retaining possession.
This is a great skill to work on off ice and will quickly transition a player not only to knock down a
pass, but also perform deflection on net.

Rationale
The home site works well as you can add in a number of progressions with ease. Feel free to
use a variety of sizes of pucks and balls to give the players confidence in knocking them down.
In this drill you can start with a soccer ball. This size increases the success rate of the players.
You may use the same size stick for on ice use if you are standing on 2x6’s as they simulates
the height of being on skates.

Progressions
1. Soccer ball
2. Soccer ball two players
3. Red hockey ball
4. Standing up on 2x6’s using on ice height stick black pucks
5. 2 foot wobble boards with black pucks
6. 1 foot wobble board with back pucks

Key Teaching Points
Players need to be in a good hockey stance while keeping their head up. Players need to either
knock the object down with their hand or stick blade. Either method will require good hand eye
coordination. Players need to follow the object right from the opponents stick blade and watch
as they make contact with it. This attention to detail will increase the success rate and with time,
lead to knocking down smaller objects.

9 - Pass Behind - Pull Ball Back Through Legs

This is a great drill to handle pucks that are not always tape to tape in a game situation on ice.
Pulling the ball or puck between your legs is quicker than trying to pull it around and in front of
the body. Players at higher levels sometimes intentionally have teammates pass it behind them
as a strategy to get the opposition to not anticipate the pass.

Rationale
The parking lot is an excellent way to practice this drill. Curbs provide an anchor that allows
players to brace the heel of their back skate. Being able to use their skate or stick will help
players out when trying to take a puck off the boards from a rim in their own zone in a game.
Players will transition to handling the puck without the curb and be able to pick up the puck or
ball facing forwards.

Progressions
1. Inside foot on curb
2. Inside foot into stride
3. Outside foot off curb
4. Outside foot acceleration
5. Inside foot acceleration
6. Stick thru legs acceleration

Key Teaching Points
Players need to be in a good hockey stance while keeping their head up. Players need to angle
either their stick blade or skates to be able to pick up the puck. They need to have good
coordination and awareness of their surroundings as an opponent would be applying pressure
in a game situation.

10 - Three Way Passing

This drill has players work together to make good passes and front face the puck. These skills
allow players to be open to getting and delivering a pass. This will translate into on ice success.
These drills work on passing both on the forehand and backhand of the player's blade. This is
executed in a weaving pattern that works on communicating, filling lanes and providing support
for your teammates.

Rationale
The home sight and parking lot are excellent locations for practicing these drills. Making a series
of passes helps with the fluidity of passing and receiving. Each player should rotate through
these positions and work on keeping their head up and communicating for the puck.

Progressions
1. Middle 1 puck alternate
2. Middle 2 pucks alternating either direction
3. Alternate front face puck
4. 3 person weave

Key Teaching Points
Players need to be in a good hockey stance while keeping their head up. Players need to
communicate, give a good target and cushion the puck. When they begin weaving they need to
pass the puck ahead of the player and fill their lane for support.

Appendix: Key Notes To Videos
Green Text refers to scenes using Green Biscuit Pucks for Shooting and Passing
Red Text refers to scenes using Road Hockey Balls for Shooting and Passing
White Text refers to scenes using a Soccer Ball for Deflecting, Shooting and Passing
Black Text refers to scenes using Black Pucks for Defecting, Shooting and Passing

Equipment
Sticks (Types of sticks that can be used off ice training)
Stationary Shooting, Puckhandling & Passing

1. Standing on 2x6’s is an excellent way for players to simulate being at the proper height
when handling the puck. Players are roughly 2 inches taller when wearing skates.
2. Wobble boards are excellent in providing instability for the players when performing their
skill. This simulates gameplay as players have to be able to make passes, handle the
puck and shoot off balance. There are several different types on the market. Some are
one unit. Those used in the video are two separate units. Both are great for increasing
core strength, balance and coordination.
3. Standing on tennis balls will elevate players up an inch or two and also provide some
instability like wobble boards. Players can use the same height stick they would use on
the ice.
4. (Alternative) Use a stick that you have outgrown by a couple of inches when shooting,
passing or handling the puck or ball.
5. Floorball Sticks are an excellent way to get players in a hockey stance with a deep knee
bend. The height of the floorball stick should have the handle in line with the belly button.

Pucks (Types of pucks and balls that can be used off ice training)
Moving Shooting, Puckhandling & Passing

1. Rollerblades keep players at the same height as you would be on ice. You could use the
same height stick you use on ice.

Puck (Types of shooting aids used during off ice training)
Felt, Blue or Traditional Pucks can be used on Smooth Non-Brushed Cement surfaces.
These surfaces may include unfinished basements, covered carports and dry floor arenas.
Red hockey balls can be used on all surfaces. They generally don’t bounce as much but give
some bounce that would simulate players having to deal with rough ice and the puck coming up
on end.
Tennis balls will have more bounce but will help players.

Sourcing
The majority of these drills were taken from the Hockey Canada Network App
(https://www.hockeycanadanetwork.com) and transformed for off ice skill development. Many of the
explanations are either paraphrased or quoted directly from the app’s explanation for the drill itself. Many
of the drills explanations come from the Skills of Gold series. The main reason for using these
explanations are that they have been vetted by Hockey Canada. These training plans have been
produced for on ice use and will be included BC Hockey Return to Play On Ice Plan.

